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BOOK REVIEWS 

The nonlinear optics of semiconchtor lasers edited by N. G. Basov, translated by Kevin 
S. Hendzel (Proceedings of the Lebedev Physics Institute of the Academy of Sciences of 
the USSR, Vol. 166; Series Editor: N. G .  Basov), Nova Science Publishers, Inc., 
Commack, Hew York, USA, pp. 281, $85. 

The book under review is volume 166 of the series entitled "Proceedings of the Lebedev 
Physics Institute of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR," which are being edited by 
N. G. Basov, a Nobel laureate. This particular volume titled The nonlinear optics of 
semiconducror lasers is edited by the series editor himself and it is in the fitness of things 
that he chose to do so, because the contributions of Basov to the physics of 
semiconductor lasers are monumental. 

The phrase nonlinear optics has come into existence with the advent of laser. because 
the interaction of laser light with matter can result in the manifestation of nonlinear 
optical phenomena such as Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS), Optical Bistability 
(OB). At the grassroots level the materials that can exhibit nonlinear optical phenomena 
can be divided into metals, semiconductors and insulators. And this book deals with the 
subject of nonlinear optics of semiconductors which are prepared to function as laser 
gain media. 

The book contains ten xticles (or papers). Since the institutional affiliation of the 
authors is not mentioned anywhere, it is to be presumed that they a11 belong to the 
Lebedev Physics Institute. The volume portrays the high quality of the Russian 
contributions to the area of lasers and their applications. 

The first article by Basov et a1 is a sort of overview of the physics of injection lasers by 
paying attention to the recent developments in lasers having quantum-dimensional 
structures and high-emission powers. The second paper by Eliseev and Bogatov is 
concerned with a discussion of the phenomena associated with nonlinear refraction and 
the influence of current carriers on the refractive index in semiconductor lasers. Issues 
such as self-focusing. optical bistability, etc., are discussed in this paper. The realisation 
of stabilized single-frequency operation of a laser is important in applications such as 
coherent optical communications and laser spectroscopy. The third article by Bogatov et 

deals with a discussion on the realisation of single-frequency operation of an injection 
laser based on nonlinear mode interaction. The fourth paper by Bogatov is about the 
analysis of laser diode as a travelling-wave amplifier. He attempts to bring out the merits 
of a travelling-wave amplifier over the conventional regenerative amplifier. The fifth 
paper by Bogatov er is on the experimental aspects of a ALGaAsJGaAs laser diode 
functioning as a travellingwave amplifier. The sixth paper by P o ~ o v  and Sko~ in  is 
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concerned with an investigation of self-modulation, nonlinear losses, mode chirping, and 
other aspects of lasing dynamics of several types of stripe-lasers. Man'ko 
Mikaelyan have attempted to investigclte the Ill0dd hchaviour of semiconductor 
waveguides by invoking tho Epstein-layer model of the distrihution of the dielectric 
constant and the results obtaincd arc discussed in article seven. The eighth paper by 
Man'ko a[ deals with a study of the nature of cvsv~fronis generated by planar.stripe 
GaAlAsIGaAs heteroiasers. The ninth paper by Bessmov et 01 is concerned with an 
experimental investigation of thc spatial and spectr:il characteristics of various types of 
double-GaAlAs heterostructure-injecti(711 Imers. 111 the tenth paper VuVanLyk el a j  

discuss the phenomenological thcory and the oxpcrimcntal findings in regard to voltage 
saturation across the injection contact in :I laser diode and the phenomenon of negative 
photo-EMF. 

The volume contains very valuable information for the specialist; but for the generalist 
it offers no scope of getting a cohesive picture of the nonlinear optics of semiconductor 
lasers. May be the series was intended for a specialist and not a generalist; as such a 
generalist cannot complain. 

The bibliography cited at the end of each paper will definitely aid the reader in 
tracking the past developments. Also the subject index will be helpful to the reader. A 
serious omission of the volume, however, is the absence of a "foreword" or "preface" by 
the Editor explaining clearly the purpose behind stringing ten papers of this kind under 
one cover (and a hard one at that). While the printing of the book is quite attractive to 
the reader, the same cannot be true of the price. Therefore, the natural habitat for the 
volume seems to be the institutional libraries rather than the personal ones. 

Optical Communications Laboratories S. V. PAPPU 
Department of Electrical Communication Engineering 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Rational approximation in systems engineering edited by A. Bultheel and P. Dewilde. 
Birkhauser Verlag, CH-4010, Basel, Switzerland, 1983, pp. 495. SFr. 72. Indian orders 
to Springer Book (India) Private Ltd., 6, Community Centre. Panchsheel Park, New 
Delhi 110 017. 

Approximating a physical system from its measured input-output data is an important 
task in system and control. Several techniques are available for the solution of this 
difficult problem, scattered widely in the related literature. The present book is a 
collection of articles contributed by a number of researchers in the field. These 
contributions have a strong blend of mathematical treatment in the main stream of 
approximation techniques. 

The six-section editorial by Bultheel and Dewilde which includes 53 references is.a 
comprehepsive report on a workshop held a t  the Catholic University of Leuven 
August 1981. It attempts to classify the articles roughly into three major schools of 
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viz.. the Pad6 school, the norm approximation school, and the systetn theory 
school. This is followed by 13 contributions as outlined below: 

1. Chisholm's discussion on the various Pa& approximantn and their 
including a general class of  Hermite-Pade approximants. 

2 .  A presentirtion by G ~ w e s - M o r r i s  of a method of solution to the Polish polynomial 
approximation pl-oblem on the lines of modified Kronecker algorithm. The  method 
is also applicable to the soluticm of Toeplitz equations. 

3. Nuttal's x t ic le  on  the asymptotic properties of Hermite-Pa& polynomials. 

1. A study hy Lamhert :uld Musette on the role of Stieltjes series in the solution of the 
so-called KdV and MKdV equ;rtions helpful in the understanding of soliton 
interaction. 

5 .  Cichoki's derivation of algorithms to represent double power series by branched 
continued fractions in the design of 2-D systems. 

h. Cybenko's contribution on  moment methods in the context of low-rank Toeplitz 
;ipproximations. 

7. Werner's work concerning rational Chehyshev approximation related to the 
generalized Remes algorithm and its connection to the generalized eigenvalue 
prohlem for symmetric Hankel matrices. 

8. The work of Arsene and Ceausescu on labelling of contractive intertwinning 
dilations and norm approximation techniques useful in computing the norm of an 
analytic Toeplitz matrix with application in seismic exploration and in an 
error-control model in Wiener prediction. 

9. Rissanen's work dealing with minimum-description-length-criterion-basd struc- 
ture estimation for dynamical systems. 

10. The work of Lin and Kung on  optimal Hankel-norm approximation of continuous 
time-linear systems. 

1 1 .  The work of Verghese er a1 also concerning construction of interpretable or 
physically based reduced-order models of large systems reproducing certain chosen 
modes of the original system with desired accuracy. 

I?. Jonckheere and Silverman's singular-value analysis for deformable systems relying 
on  asymptotic SVD of the Hankel operator associated with the impulse repose. 

13. Geronimo's presentation on  the techniques of scattering and inverse-scattering 
theory aimed at  the study of the properties of matrix orthogonal polynomials. 

This book is a welcome addition to the literature on system-approximation techniques. 
Mathematicians, systems and control engineers, and, in general, all those interested in 
the handling of  models of real-world dynamical systems will find this volume of collective 
expertise very useful. 
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Kinematics of robot manipulators edited hy J. M. McCaslhy. The MIT press, 55, 
Hayward Street, Camhridge, Massachusetts, 02142. IJSA, 1987, pp. 260, $20. l,,dian 
orders to: Affiliated East-West Press, Madras 600 010. 

l'liis book is a cr~lleitioil of P;IPCIP Coc~~sirig 011 v11ri011s ;~speCts of the design of modcm 
general-purpvse nxrclli~rcs Irom tltc kine~naiics view point. l 'hc p:tpers in this hook have 
; ~ ~ ~ ~ ; r c t l  hefore i t 1  7hc i~rrt~~.~!rtrio~rirI . I ~ I I I I - I I ~ ~ ~  o/' Kohotic's Rescwch, Volume 5 .  N". 2 ,  
ItIXh itntl Volurnc 6. No. 1 .  1').'17. U i i ~ \  thij is not a test book as such hut a c o n ~ p e n & ~ ~ ~  
of 1oe;lrch plpcrs that ;~ppc:~retl scccntly siving a fairly complehensive survey of this 
field. 

Kinematic a11;1lyv2 IS considered first. prcsc~tting the problems o i  displacement 
;in;dysis of mmipulat~irs for the purpose of control and simulation. Next the prohlemsof 
itlentifying singularitic\ in t h c ~  displacement relations are focused. These ~ingulariti~s 
in thc conl'igur;rt~ons pow prohiems in the clcsign ot control algorithms. Two interesting 
aspccts dealing with the analysis of a \implc manipulator u\ing the formalism of 
instantaneous inv;~ri;~nts and the influence of rcli~wing the rigid body nawmptions in thc 
kinematics of niccli;inisms at-c discussed in two dill'cre~it papers. 

The re\t of the papers deal with synthesis iuid there are five 01' them co~i~erned with 
the work apace of m;in~pulirtors. Thew papcrs ;rddrcs\ to tlic problem of determining 
hasic geonictr~c principles and  techniques in the study o f  manipulator work space to 
guide the design process. An interesting study on the dcsign methodology for the closed- 
loop version of the general six-degree-of-freedom serial manipulator was presented, 
demonstrating both the rclati\,c simplicity of present m;~nipulator de\ign.: and the 
challenge involved in exploring new designs. 'l'heoretical aspects of gcncralized 
prrallel-connection rohot m;~nipul:ltors and practical consitlcr;itio~is for huildini: a 
working machinc were prescntctl in mother paper. 7'hc nest paper dcsc~ihes the desigu 
of a high-speed thrcc-link comput~'!--corttroIl~'d planar m;~nipulator and the modelling 
necessary to derive the dynamic equations of motion. Thc I;r\t paper suggests tcclin~que$ 
of type synthesis b;i\ed o n  gl.apIi theory and cx;xrt syrtcms that will aid in p r o p  
kinematic topology. Thih new area will hc of sig~~ificant importance to rohot designers. 

Science C(~unsi-llor 
Embassy of Indm 
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A few good men from Univac by David E. Lundstrom. The MI?' Press, Cambridge. 
Massachusetts, 02142. USA. 1987, pp. 227. $19.95, Indian orders to: Affiliated 
East-West Press Pvt. Ltd., 6 Roselyn Gardens Apartments, 20/1A, Barnaby R o d ,  
Madras 600 010. 

This book is the author's personal reminiscence of the computer industry with which he 
was associated for over thirty years. He presents a kaleidoscopic view of the varied 
aspects of what goes into the engineering of computer systems and presents many 
interesting Perspectives on people, organisations and systems. 
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The book unfolds a fascinating Story of the computer industry as the author progresses 
with his career with organisations like Sperry Rand and Control Data Corporation. 
tlaving workcd in varlous capacities and in a variety of areas in the computer industry 
,be author provides forthright assessments of the failures and successes in ihc industry, 
Whether it is the description of the coohng system of the UNIVAC, the pranks of the 
engineers on unsuspecting colleagues or the interesting sidelights of the computer gerlius 
Seymour Cray. the author succeeds in maintaining the reader's interest. 

~t barious places in the hook the author grnphically recounts how certain factors 
emphatically determine the success or failure of projects. For instance, he illustrates how 
vital individual brilliance is to the success of large projects. Similarly he also aasesses how 
disastrous phyGcal sep;lration between groups could he in technology-transfer effurts. 
The entire hook is spiced with industry's folk-tales, anecdote5 aiid interesting Facets of 
systems and people. 

This book provides a graphic drscription of the computer industry during an important 
period of growth and evolution and makes you re-live very many exciting moments 01' 
that period. 
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